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Deep learning method develops very fast as a tool for data analysis these years. Such a technique
is quite promising to treat gravitational wave detection data. There are many works already in the
literature which used deep learning technique to process simulated gravitational wave data. In this
paper we apply deep learning to LIGO O1 data. In order to improve the weak signal recognition we
adjust the convolutional neural network (CNN) a little bit. Our adjusted convolutional neural net-
work admits comparable accuracy and efficiency of signal recognition as other deep learning works
published in the literature. Based on our adjusted CNN, we can clearly recognize the eleven con-
firmed gravitational wave events included in O1 and O2. And more we find about 2000 gravitational
wave triggers in O1 data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational waves (GW) are an important prediction
of Einstein’s general theory of relativity, published a cen-
tury ago. Gravitational wave observations of coalescing
compact binaries are unique and unprecedented probes
of strong-field and dynamical aspects of general relativ-
ity. More importantly, it ushers the brand new cosmic
window to our universe—gravitational wave astronomy
[1–8].
The capability of searching for GW signals relies on
both the sensitivity of GW detectors and the theoret-
ical waveform templates modeled for gravitational wave
sources which will be used by matched-filtering data anal-
ysis technique. Currently the matched-filtering method
is the standard and optimal signal processing techniques
used by the gravitational wave community to find GW
signals from compact BBH mergers in noisy detector
data. Although the weak signal extraction and source
information inversion of GW based on matched-filtering
techniques are very successful, it has a great weakness
as well as a potential hazard: data analysis through
matched-filtering is a process of both a huge computa-
tion cost and slow computational speed. This is the ma-
jor motivation for many authors to propose deep learning
technique for GW data analysis [9–12]. Another possi-
ble problem with standard matched-filtering techniques
is that the completeness and accuracy of GW waveform
template is the prerequisite to guarantee its work. This
implies a risk that we may lose the GW signals beyond
the theoretical expectation. But the GW signal beyond
the expectation of the theory will greatly facilitate the
development of astronomy, and also provide important
insight to the problems of fundamental physics such as
quantum gravity and physics under extreme conditions.
The matched-filtering provides an optimal solution
for identification of gravitational waves under Gaussian
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noise, but in practice, the data from GW detectors con-
tains many non-Gaussian noise transients, also known
as ‘glitches’. A comprehensive classification and charac-
terization of these noise features may provide valuable
clues for identifying the source of noise transients, and
possibly lead to their elimination. The machine learn-
ing method is becoming more and more important in
various disciplines such as particle experiment [13, 14],
gamma ray detection [15, 16], supernovae classification
[17, 18], weak lensing data analysis [19–22], source mod-
eling [23–26] and others. There have also been many
attempts to use machine learning algorithms in gravita-
tional wave data analysis to show promise for noise classi-
fication, categorization [27–35], and cancellation [36, 37].
And recently, an innovative project called “Gravity Spy”1
[38, 39] combines the power of machine learning with the
help of volunteers to label datasets of glitches and create
a superior classifier of glitches in LIGO data. Machine
learning techniques have been widely used in GW data
processing, especially in the identification of signals and
the classification of noises.
In recent years, deep learning, a new area of machine
learning research, has been in the spotlight [40]. In
the past few years, some active researchers have demon-
strated empirical successes of deep neural networks in
the applications to data analysis of gravitational waves
[41–45]. These active researchers include George and his
coworkers [9, 10], Gabbard and his coworkers [46], and
others [11, 12, 47]. These published works used the con-
volutional neural network (CNN) from different perspec-
tives to identify GW signals with low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Their works tell us that CNN architecture plays
an important role for CBC GWs (also continuous GWs
[48, 49] and CCSNe GWs [50]) recognition in the sim-
ulated or real noisy background from LIGO. Whereas,
Gebhard et al. [51] have given an enlightening discus-
sion on the general limitations of CNNs and proposed
an alternative CNN-based architecture with proper per-
1 www.gravityspy.org
2formance metrics. They also claim that their trained
network can cover all the GW events in both the first
and second observation run (O1/O2) of LIGO, only ex-
cept for GW170817, the first observation of GW from a
binary neutron star inspiral.
In this paper we aim to use deep learning technique
to find out all of the known GW events in the O1 and
O2 data. In addition we would like to mark out other
possible GW events candidates. We have tried CNN like
the ones used in [9–12]. Although these neural networks
can find GW150914, none of them can find out other
events in O1. So we adjust the usual CNN a little bit.
Based on our adjusted CNN networks, we can find out
all 11 GW events reported by LSC [8]. Besides these
confirmed events, we have also found out 2242 triggers in
O1.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we de-
scribe the adjustment of the CNN neural network. Based
on our adjusted CNN architecture, training data samples,
test data samples, training strategy and search methodol-
ogy on the real LIGO recording are described in Sec. III.
After that we apply our trained network to the O1 data
in Sec. IV. At last the Sec. V is devoted to a summary.
II. ADJUSTED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS
The inner product operation in frequency domain
〈d|h〉 = 4
∫ ∞
0
d˜(f)h˜∗(f)
Sn(f)
e2piiftc+φcdf (1)
can also be expressed as a convolution in time domain.
We divide the first layer of our adjusted CNN network
into Nt groups. The coefficients hti, i = 1, ..., Nt of each
group are fixed and correspond to a whitened theoretical
waveform. After the convolution operation between the
input data and each group neural (we leave the detail
operation to the App. A), we output the maximal value of
each convolution. Then we collect these maximal values
as the output of the first layer. The rest layers of our
adjusted network is the same as usual CNN network [9,
10].
The coefficients hti are analogous to the template
waveforms in matched filtering data analysis (Here we
use index t to remind template). Intuitively yes, we even
chose some template waveforms used by LSC to set these
hti. Our basic idea is using these specific template wave-
forms to sense the GW signal deeply buried in the noise.
But different to usual matched filtering technique, we
need only tens of templates here instead of millions of
templates in usual matched filtering technique. In the
current work, we use Nt = 35 which works quite good to
find signal in the O1 data.
Logically our adjusted CNN works in the following way.
The coefficients hti we chosen span a subspace of the
function space of the GW signal. After the first layer,
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FIG. 1: The total mass and mass ratio of training/test data
and templates. The eleven GW events for both O1 and O2
are also shown.
the essential matched filtering operation dig out the sig-
nal buried in the noise and project it into the subspace.
Definitely such projection will admit some feature struc-
ture which may not be recognized by human but can be
recognized by the following CNN layers. Such feature
can be used to distinguish GW signal from pure noise.
Regarding to the 35 templates used in the first layer
of our adjusted CNN network, we chose spinless identical
binary black holes with total masses M = 5+ 2iM⊙, i =
0, ..., 34.
Before we send the data into our CNN, a tukey win-
dow2 with α = 1/8 is applied to remove edge effects at
the beginning and end of the data stretch.
III. TRAINING AND TEST OF THE NEURAL
NETWORK
A. Training data set and test data sets
Each data sample include noise part and possibly sig-
nal part. We obtain the O1 data from the Gravita-
tional Wave Open Science Center (GWOSC) [52]. The
background noises for training/testing are sampled from
O1 data without GW150914, GW151012 and GW151226
events. Together with simulated GW signal we construct
3220 samples for training data and test data respectively.
Among these 3220 samples, half of them are pure noise
and the rest half include signals.
We use our SEOBNRE model [53] to generate simu-
lated gravitational waveforms. In the current work we
only consider circular, spinless binary black holes. Cor-
responding to LIGO detectors we adopt the configuration
from LALSimulation3 that set all the binary sources at
2 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_function#Tukey_window
3 lscsoft.docs.ligo.org/lalsuite/lalsimulation/group_
3right-ascension 1h 23m 45s, declination 45 degrees, and
polarization angle 30 degrees and consider the total mass
of the two black holes fall in the range 10 ∼ 150M⊙ in
steps of 2 and the mass ratio q = m1/m2 from 1 to 10 in
steps of 0.1. Regarding the orbital plane direction we set
ι = 0. For the source luminosity distance D, we deter-
mine it through signal-to-noise ratio assumption. Thus,
we create a training and testing data set both with 1610
waveforms. Each data sample consists two time-series of
5 seconds long through a sampling rate of 4096 Hz. The
two time-series corresponds to detector H1 and L1 respec-
tively. For the samples with GW signal we set the peak
location of the signal at the center of the time-series. The
mass distribution of templates, training/test waveforms
and also the eleven GW events in O1/O2 are plotted in
Fig. 1.
B. Training strategy
The coefficients of our adjusted CNN network except
the first layer will be determined through training pro-
cess. Firstly, we use the “Xavier” initialization [54] to
assign initial random values to these to be determined
CNN parameters. This initializer is designed to keep the
scale of gradients roughly the same in all layers. Then we
use the binary output scores s from our network to calcu-
late the confidence for a GW signal by sigmoid function:
p =
1
1 + e−s
. (2)
Then we use binary cross-entropy loss function to eval-
uate deviation between the predicted values and the ac-
tual values in the training data. Based on this estimation
mini-batch Adam algorithms [55] is applied to optimize
the kernel entries in CNN. Here we caution that this con-
fidence value can not be interpreted as the statistical sig-
nificance of a detection [51].
Within every training epoch (i.e., a full pass over all
training data) not only the entire training/test data set
is randomly shuffled, but also the background noises are
newly sampled in random manner from O1 data except
the three GW events. At the end of every epoch, the per-
formance of the network during the training is evaluated
by average accuracy for the networks on each mini-batch.
We set the learning rate 0.003 and batch size 16. During
the curriculum learning, we gradually decrease the signal
SNR of both training data and test data from 1 to 0.02.
The training process is done within 6 hours on 4 NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPUs, each with 11GB of mem-
ory. All the implementations of current work were coded
with Python based on the MXNet framework [56].
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FIG. 2: The ROC curves for test data sets containing signals
with matched filtering SNR 2, 4 and 6 respectively. We plot
the true alarm probability versus the false alarm probability
estimated by our adjusted CNN network.
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FIG. 3: Efficiency curves for false alarm probabilities 0.1, 0.01
and 0.001 respectively. The true alarm probability is plotted
as a function of the optimal SNR.
C. Accuracy and efficiency test of the neural
network
The authors in [46] have compared with the GW sig-
nal recognition accuracy and efficiency between CNN net-
work and usual matched filtering technique. Based on the
test data set described in the above subsection, we can
calculate corresponding true alarm probability and false
alarm probability. Then we can construct the receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) curves in the Fig. 2.
Stronger signal is easier to be recognized. For a given
SNR, the true alarm probability can be used to describe
the recognition efficiency. Respect to representative false
alarm probability 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001, we plot out the
efficiency curves in the Fig. 3. Both the ROC curves and
4the efficiency curves are comparable to the results got in
[46] which means our adjusted neural network is powerful
to recognize the GW signal buried in the noise.
IV. SEARCH RESULTS OF THE REAL LIGO
DATA
After being trained, our adjusted CNN is ready to
trigger GW signal for O1 data. Each time we take a
5-seconds long data segment from O1 data. After one
segment, we move forward one second to get another 5-
seconds long data segment. So each one second long data
will appear in 5 segments and be processed 5 times by
our network. If we assume our network can recognize
GW signal within one second time duration, our network
will alert continuously 5 times for a true signal.
If the output confidence value is bigger than a given
threshold value p > pc, our network gives an alert. If
more than 5 continuous alerts happen, a trigger for GW
signal will be given.
In the Fig. 4 we plot the confidence values outputted
by our adjusted CNN near the GW150914, GW151012
and GW151226 events for O1. We can see our net-
work can mark out all of these three events clearly. For
GW150914 and GW151226 there are 5 continuous confi-
dence values approaching 1 while other confidence values
are much smaller. For GW151012 the confidence values
marking out the signal are not as big as GW150914 and
GW151226, but still bigger than 0.5 which is also clearly
bigger than the nearby values.
It is interesting to check the effect of the noise used
in the training data set and the real data. The authors
in [51] used the network trained with O1 noise to treat
the O2 data. We do the same test here. We apply the
trained network described in the above section directly to
O2 data. We show the confidence values for the eight GW
events for O2 in the Fig. 5. All of the eight events have
been clearly marked out. The authors in [51] shows that
the network trained with binary black hole coalescence
signal may fail to find out the binary neutron star inspiral
signal. This is not true to our adjusted network. We can
mark out the GW170817 event very clearly.
Besides the three confirmed GW events, we have also
applied our network to all of the O1 data. In the current
work we set pc = 0.5. If there are more than 5 continuous
p > pc, we output a signal alarm at the time of these first
p > pc.
If leaving the data quality alone, we find 3955 trig-
gers in O1 which include GW150914, GW151012 and
GW151226. If we consider only the data which pass the
CBC-CAT3 test there are 2242 triggers in O1. Averagely
there are one trigger about every one and half hours. As
noted by [51], deep learning can not assign a significance
to each trigger. So we can not tell which triggers are
more believable than others. We can only suggest these
triggers are deserved to be checked in more detail with
other analysis methods. We have listed these triggered
data with center time and time duration on Github 4.
The authors of GWTC-1 reported 3 GW events can-
didates besides the three known GW events in O1 in the
table II of [8]. All these 3 candidates are different to our
triggers.
The authors of [57] reported the first open gravita-
tional wave catalog (1-OGC), where 20 GW event candi-
dates are reported including the three known GW events.
All these 17 subthreshold candidates are also different to
our triggers.
We have also checked the consistency between our trig-
gers and the gamma ray burst (GRB) events listed in [58].
There are 1209 GRB events recorded during the O1 run
of LIGO. But there is no consistent events found between
our triggers and these GRB records.
V. SUMMARY
There are many works published about applying deep
learning technique to gravitational wave data analysis in
the past few years. Most of these works used simulated
data. In the current paper we designed an adjusted CNN
and applied it to the whole O1 data of LIGO.
Being trained with noise taken from O1 data and simu-
lated binary black hole coalescence waveform our network
can find out the three confirmed GW events clearly. In
addition, we used this trained network directly to the 8
GW events found in O2 and we can also mark out all
these 8 events clearly. Although this test is inconsistent
due to different noise behavior between O1 and O2, our
test results indicate that our network and method are
robust respect to the training data set. Similar investi-
gation has been done in [51].
Besides the three GW events included in O1 we have
also found more than 2000 candidates. As noted by the
authors of [51], we can not assign a significance to each
candidate. So we simply call these candidates triggers.
We mean these trigged data segments are deserved to be
investigated in detail through other means.
We have compare our more than 2000 triggers with the
subthreshold events reported in GWTC-1 [8] and in 1-
OGC [57]. No consistent events are found between these
subthreshold events and our triggers. And more we have
also checked the reported GRB events listed in [58] dur-
ing the O1 observation time of LIGO. We have not found
consistent events between these GRB events and our trig-
gers either.
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Appendix A: Convolution operation in the first layer
of the adjusted CNN network
For a template h(t) and a detected strain data d(t),
the matched-filter SNR is defined as
ρ2(tc) ≡
|〈d|h〉(tc)|
2
〈h|h〉
, (A1)
〈d|h〉(tc) = 4
∫ ∞
0
d˜(f)h˜∗(f)
Sn(f)
e2piiftcdf, (A2)
〈h|h〉 = 4
∫ ∞
0
h˜(f)h˜∗(f)
Sn(f)
df, (A3)
where | · | means taking the absolute value, ∗ means com-
plex conjugate and˜is the Fourier transformation like
d˜(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d(t)e−2piiftdt . (A4)
The quantity Sn(f) is the one-sided average power spec-
tral density of the detector noise. Due to the convolution
theorem and the relationship between convolution and
correlation, the correlation in Eq. (A2) can be rewritten
as
〈d|h〉(t) = 4
∫ ∞
0
d˜(f) · h˜∗(f)
Sn(f)
e2piiftdf
= 4
∫ ∞
0
[d˜(f)S¯n(f)] · [h˜(f)S¯n(f)]
∗e2piiftdf
= 4
∫ ∞
0
˜¯d(f) · ˜¯h∗(f)e2piiftdf
6= 2 d¯(t) ∗ h¯(−t) , (A5)
d¯(t) = d(t) ∗ S¯n(t) , (A6)
h¯(t) = h(t) ∗ S¯n(t) , (A7)
S¯n(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
S−1/2n (f)e
2piiftdf . (A8)
where d(t) ∗ h(t) means the convolution of functions d(t)
and h(t). Similarly, the 〈h|h〉 can also be calculated in
this way as 〈h|h〉 = 2 [h¯(t) ∗ h¯(−t)]
∣∣
t=0
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